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For a real function defined on a compact metric space (X, d) and for 0 < 01, 
let 
(4 I!f llm = supif - fbW(x, Y)” : x f ~1, 
(ii) WX) = If: llfll, < ml, 
(iii) C’,%(X) = {f in C*(X) : for every E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 for which 
4x, Y) < 6 implies I f (4 - f (A < 4x, YPI, 
(3 N = {f : l\f IIu = 0, i.e., f is constant} 
(4 H”(X) = C~(X)/N, and 
(4 A*(X) = C,e(X)/N. 
The following results are presented: 
PROPOSITION. Let Au(X) separates the points of X. If Au(X) is isomorphic to 
(q,), then there is an isometric isomorphism of the second dual of A*(X) onto Ha(X). 
COROLLARY. Let 0 < 01 < 1, and let X be a compact subset of n-space. 
(9 Ha(X) is isometric to the second dual of A*(X) and 
(ii) there is an isomorphism of Ha(X) onto 1” which carries Am(X) onto (q,). 
THEOREM. Let X be a compact metric space, and let 0 < N < 1. Then 
(9 A”(X) is isometrically isomorphic to (co) and 
(ii) A*(X) separates the points of X 
if and only if 
(iii) OL = 1 and 
64 X is isometric to a nowhere dense subset of the real line. 
* This research was supported by the National Science Foundation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1960 2. Ciesielski [3] h s owed that, for 0 < 01 < 1, the spaces 
of ol-Lipschitz continuous functions cla([O, 11) and H=([O, 11) are 
isomorphic to the sequence spaces (c,,) and I”, respectively. Ciesielski’s 
results were followed shortly by K. de Leeuw’s finding [4] that, 
like I” and (co), Ha([O, 11) is isometrically isomorphic to the second 
dual of /.P([O, 11). M ore recently, motivated by the embedding 
properties of manifolds modeled on isomorphs of (cs), R. Bonic, 
J. Frampton, and A. Tromba [2] extended Ciesielski’s theorem to 
say that cliy(X) is isomorphic to (cc,) whenever X is a compact subset 
of Euclidean n-space. Their result followed by using Glaeser’s 
extension theorem, and a delicate construction which showed that, 
if T is an n-simplex, there is an isomorphism of Ha(T) onto I” which 
carries (la(X) onto (co). 
We will show the following: 
PROPOSITION. Let X be a compact metric space for which Au(X) 
separates the points of ‘X. If Aa is isomorphic to (co), then there is 
an isometric isomorphism of A,(X)** onto Ha(X) which carries the 
natural embedding of AM(X) in A=(X)** onto k(X) in Ha(X). 
In view of the Bonic, Frampton, Tromba result, the proposition 
extends de Leeuw’s theorem to compact finite dimensional sets. 
Also the result of the Bonic, Frampton, Tromba construction for a 
simplex is extended by the following immediate corollary to the 
proposition: 
COROLLARY. Let X be as in the proposition, if A@(X) is isomorphic 
(isometrically isomorphic, respectively) to (co), then there is an iso- 
morphism (isometric isomorphism, respectively) of Ha(X) onto I”, which 
carries A”(X) onto (co). 
The corollary is also used in the proof of the following, which 
is the main result of this article: 
THEOREM. Let X be a compact metric space, and let 0 < 01 < 1. Then 
(i) (la(X) is isometrically isomorphic to (c,,) and 
(ii) Am(X) separates the points of X 
$ and only ;f 
(iii) 01 = 1 and 
(iv) X is isometric to a nowhere dense subset of the real line. 
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The sufficiency is established with a direct construction. The 
proof for the necessity is framed in a number of steps, using the 
corollary above, and a series of technical lemmas of no anticipated 
independent interest. 
2. LIPSCHITZ SPACES, DEFINITIONS, AND NOTATION 
Let (X, d) be a compact metric space. The space of continuous 
real-valued functions on X, with the sup-norm jj * (jm , is denoted 
by C(X). For f in C(X), and 01 > 0 let, 
IIf!!, = sup 
f 
f(4 -f(Y) 
4x, Y> 
:x,yinX,x#y. 
1 
Let 
O(X) = {fin C(X): ilfll= < uo>. 
With a norm defined by max(ij f /Id, 2 //f II&diameter X)$ P(X) is 
a Banach space. Let V be the subspace of constant functions, and 
let HN(X) be the quotient space P(X)/V, with the quotient norm. 
One computes that if Q is the quotient map then // Qf Ij = //f jlol (this 
accounts for the factor in the definition of the norm on C@(X)). 
Hence we will often identify Ha(X) with functions in the pseudo- 
normed space (C(X), Ij . lja), Let 
AW(X) = {fin H”(X): for every E > 0 there is a 6 ; 0 
for which d(x, y) < 6 implies /f(x) -f(y)\ K cd@, ~>a}. 
The space /P(X) is closed in We(X). We will assume the following 
throughout the paper: 
HYPOTHESIS. Au(X) distinguishes the points of X. 
For points x, and y in X, x # y, let ((x, y) be the linear functional 
defined on Ha(X) by 
Let 
4%~ rKf> = [f(x) - f(r>lMx, Y)“. 
E’ = {[(x, y): x and y in X, x + y}. 
We will use the remainder of this section to record our notation. 
580/15/1-4 
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The dual of a Banach space M will be denoted by M*. The unit 
ball of M is written S(M). If T is a linear mapping between two 
Banach spaces, T* denotes the associated dual transformation 
between their dual spaces. 
The spaces I” and (c,,) are the Banach spaces with the sup-norm, 
of all bounded sequences and of all sequences converging to zero 
respectively. The coordinate evaluation functionals J are the func- 
tionals in I”* of the form ej({x}r-i) = xi . It is classically known 
that 1” is isometric to the space of all real continuous functions 
on /3J the Stone-Cech compactification of J, and (co) is isometric 
to the real continuous functions on BJ vanishing at infinity. It is 
easy to see that, if h is in J, K is in 5’(P*), and h(f) = K(f) for all f 
in (cs), then h = K. This elementary fact will be used implicitly in 
the following section. 
The closure of a set A is written cl A, the difference of A and B 
is A - B = {x is A: x not in B). The extreme points of a convex 
set A are denoted by ext A; and the composition of two functions f 
and g (with the range of g contained in the domain off) is f 0 g. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
1. PROPOSITION. If h(X) is isomorphic to (co) then there is an 
isometric isomorphism of HO(X) onto A,(X)** which carries A”(X) 
onto its embedding in its second dual. 
Proof. Let x,, be a point in X. For k in Am(X)** let mk be the 
function in C(X) defined by 
We note that, if k is already in Am(X), mk = k. Now, since 
we have 
&, y)(mk) = W(x, ~9). 
Hence mk is in P(X) and 11 mk ljor < 11 k I). In fact 11 mk llDL = I( k (I, 
as we will show. 
Every function in A”(X) attains its norm at some point of 
E’ _c nqx>*. Therefore Aa is isometrically isomorphic to a 
subspace of C,,(E’)-the continuous functions on E’ which vanish 
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at infinity. Here E’ has the weak topology induced by n”(X). 
Therefore ext S’(Aa(X)*) C E’. Since A=(X)* is a separable dual 
space, every functional in S(h(X)*) is the norm limit of convex 
combinations of members of E’ [l]. This implies that, if K is in 
44 **, then 
11 k // = sup{k(~): 5 in E’} 
= sup{[mk(x) - mk(y)]/d(x, y)? x, y in X} 
= II mk II. 
To show that this mapping is onto He(X) we will define an inverse 
mapping. 
Let ei be the ith coordinate evaluation functional on (cs). Let 
T be an isomorphism of AU(X) onto (c,,). We note that, for every 
bounded sequence of real numbers {mi}& , there exists a unique 
member h of A,(X)** for which h(ei 0 T) = mi for i = 1, 2,... . 
Now suppose 
li? 1 A”,,,[:,, = ei 0 T/I ei 0 T j, 
IT=1 
where 
ci,, is in E’, 
*ia 
Aa,, > 0, and c A;,, = 1. 
lkl 
The limit above is taken in the norm topology of /la(X)*, (we are 
again envoking the Bessaga-Pelcyznski result [l]). For each f in 
@TX), 
(where xi,, and Y:,~ are the points of X associated with the functional 
&J. Hence we may choose a subnet of these functionals (which 
we assume we already have for notational convenience) which con- 
verges to some functional bi in Ha(X)*, and where the convergence 
is with respect to the weak topology induced by Hm(X). Now, for f 
in HE(X), let bf be the unique member of A,(X)** such that 
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Suppose k is in k(X)**, we will see that bmk = k. It suffices to 
show that k(ea o T/l/ e, 0 T 11) = b,(mk). Now 
= k 
= k(ei 0 T/II ei 0 T 11). 
Thus the mapping K -+ mk is an isometric isomorphism of A,(X)** 
onto Ha(X). 
2. COROLLARY. If X is a compact subset of a finite dimensional 
Euclidean space, then A@(X)** is isometrically isomorphic to Ha(X) 
for 0 < a < 1. 
3. COROLLARY. If A”(X) is isomorphic (isometrically isomorphic 
respectively) to (c,,), then there is an isomorphism (isometric isomorphism, 
respectively) of p(X) onto 1” which carries n”(X) onto (c,,). 
Proof. Let L be an isomorphism of /la(X) onto (co), and let T 
be the isometry from the proposition. Then L** 0 T is the desired 
map. 
4. LEMMA. Let K be a compact nowhere dense subset of the real 
line. Let 01 > 1. Then (101(K) separates the points of K, and there is 
an isometric isomorphism of 1” onto Ha(K) which carries (co) onto 
da(K). 
Proof, The proof is a construction. Let I be the smallest interval 
containing K. Let {Nji}& be the connected components of I - K 
having a diameter Y, such that 
Let N be the collection of all such intervals, and for T in N let aT 
and bT denote the left and right end points. Letting n, = 0, every 
positive integer k can be written uniquely in the form 
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where 
For this K, p, and m let Nk = Npm. Then {Nk}& = N. Now for 
g = ~&El in I” and x in K, we define 
(Tg)(x) = c {g@v, - UN&? x < UN,}. 
Now T, is in Ha(K) since 
This of course also shows that the linear map T has norm not 
exceeding one. 
One calculates that for f in Ha(K) 
Since this one-to-one linear mapping also has norm one, T is an 
isometric isomorphism of I” onto Ha(K). 
It remains to show that T carries (co) onto Am(K). One can verify 
Tg is constant on some neighborhood of each accumulation point 
of K if and only if g is eventually zero. Since the collections of such 
functions span dense subspaces of Am(K) and (co), respectively, 
T(c,) is h(K). 
Finally, it is obvious that functions of the form 
for x not in K, are in Al(K) and distinguish the points of K. 
For x in X and c >, 0, let fc,, be the real function defined on X by 
For x and y in X and 0 < X < 1 let 
By examining cases one can make the following estimates: 
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5. LEMMA. For u and v in X: 
(4 I gA,z,,(4 - g~,,,,(v)l G d(u, 4 and 
(3 &&l/(Y) - &*3x/(~) = 4% Y)* 
Hence &x,y is in H1 and has norm one. 
For t in S(Hl(X)*) let 
supp t = {h # 0 in S(Hl(X)*): there is a K in S(Hl(X)*) 
and a 0 < h < 1 such that Ah + (1 - X)k = t}. 
6. LEMMA. [( , ) u v is in supp ((x, y) if and onZy if 
4% u> + 4% 4 + 4% Y) = 4% Y> 
Proof. Suppose that 
4x, 4 + d(u, 4 + d(w, Y> > 4x, Y). 
Suppose there is a A < 1 such that 
d(%Y) 3 (1 - A> 4.%Y) 2 44Y). 
Let c = max{O, A}. Then 0 < gC,z,y(u) - g,,,,,(v). 
If d(u, y) > d(v, y) let A be such that 
d(%Y) > (1 - 4 4&Y) z d(%Y). 
Then, letting c = max{O, A}, and examining cases shows that 
0 3 &.r,&) - &.O,YW > -4% f+ 
For example, if 0 < h and d(u, x) < hd(x, y), then 
0 2 gc,z,?h4 - &,Z.YW b d(% 4 + 4% Y> - 45 Y> > 4% 4. 
Our conclusion is that in every case there is a function g with 
Lipschitz norm one such that 
1 = &,Y)(d > -3% %9- 
Thus ((u, v) is not in supp 5(x, y). 
To prove the converse one verifies that d(x, u) + d(u, v) + d(v, y) = 
d(x, y) implies that 
This completes the proof. 
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For x and y in X put 
L(x, y) = {z in X: d(x, z) + d(z, y) = d(x, y)}. 
Let 
E = {Kx, y) in E’: L(x, y) = {x, y)}. 
For the remainder of the lemmas we will assume the following: 
HYPOTHESIS. There is an isometric isomorphism T of I” onto HI(X) 
which carries (co) onto Al(X). 
7. LEMMA. ext S(/ll(X)*) = E. 
Proof. If x is in L(x, y) - {x, y} then 5(x, 2) is in supp [(x, y) 
and .$(x, y) is not an extreme point. 
The compactness of X and the definition of Al(X) imply that 
every member of Al(X) attains its norm on some member of E’. 
Since Al(X) is isometric to (co), this shows that 
ext S(D(X)*) C E’. 
Suppose [(x, y) is in E. If T*&x, y) has a support which intersects 
the coordinate evaluations J on I”, then there is a &J, ZJ) in 
ext s(nl(X)*) h h w ic is contained in supp e(x, y). This implies (since 
L(x, y) = {x, y}) that Qx, y) = f(u, V) is in ext s(nl(X)*). Otherwise 
T*[(x, y) has its support contained in BJ - J, where fl J denotes 
the Stone-Cech compactification of J. However Tg vanishes on 
/I J - J for all g in /l’(X). So 5(x, y) must annihilate n’(X), con- 
tradicting the assumption that Al(X) separates the points of X. 
A collection of points M in X will be said to be in line if, for every 
subset N of M containing exactly 3 points, there exists points x and y 
in N such that N CL(x, y). Let 
Y = cl(x in X: there is a y in X for which ((x, y) is in E}. 
8. LEMMA. Y is in line. 
Proof. Suppose first that f(x, y) and [(u, V) are in E. Since 
t(x, y) is in E, T*.$(x, y) is a coordinate evaluation functional in 1”“. 
Hence there is anf in &‘(nl(X)) such that 
and 
&YY)(f) = 1 
h(f) = 0 for h in E - {Qx, y)}. 
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In particular f(u) = f(n) and f(x) #f(y). Assume f(u) #f(x). 
Then each of 6(x, u) and 6(x, V) is a nonzero functional. 
Hence 6(x, y), or its negative, must be in each of supp 5(x, U) 
and supp [(x, v). S imilarly we can assume that ((u, w) is in supp [(x, V) 
and SUPP &r, 4 ( or that a similar case exists). Now applying 
Lemma 6 twice, we have that {x, y, U, V> is in line. 
If @,w, x) is a third functional in E, then with repeated use of the 
above result (and looking at all cases) we obtain that (x, y, U, V, w, z} 
is in line. 
Now enumerating the members of E, applying an induction 
argument, and using the compactness of X, we have proved that Y 
is in line. 
9. LEMMA. X = Y. 
Proof. Suppose z is in X - Y. Since Y is compact there is a 
w in Y for which 
d(z, w) = min{d(z, y): y in Y}. 
Let f = fd(e,wj,B be as defined before Lemma 5. Now f is in S(Hl(X)), 
attains its norm at ((w, y), and vanishes on all points in E. Hence 
T*t(x, w) is a functional in I”* which is not supported on the 
coordinate evaluation functionals. Therefore t(z, w) annihilates 
Al(X). But this contradicts the assumption that Al(X) separates the 
points of X, and we have proved that X = Y. 
10. LEMMA. (X, d) is isometric to a subset K of the real line. 
Proof. With compactness, the last lemma implies there is an x0 
and y,, in X such that L(x, , yO) = X. For x in X let h(x) = d(x, , x). 
Lemmas 8 and 9 show that this mapping is an isometric mapping 
of X onto a subset of the real line. 
Since Al(X) separates the points of X the following is obvious: 
11. LEMMA. K is nowhere dense. 
12. LEMMA. Let 0 < 01 < 1. If there is an isometric isomorphism 
of I” onto W(X) which carries (c,,) onto k(X), then 01 = 1. 
Proof. Suppose a < 1. Let dO(x, y) = [d(x, ~)]a. If a and b are 
positive real numbers then from Minkowski’s inequality 
a” + b@(U + b)=. 
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Hence da is a metric on X and HO(X, d) is isometric to Hl(X, &). 
Therefore (X, &) is isometric to a subset K of the real line. Since 
d is a metric 1 x - y /lja must be a metric on K. But, if x < z < y 
are in K, 
y - x > [(z - x)l’a + (y - Zyy. 
This of course contradicts the triangle inequality. 
13. THEOREM. Let 0 < 01 < 1, and let X be a compact metric 
space. The following are equivalent: 
(i) Aa is isometrically isomorphic to (co); 
(ii) there is an isometric isomorphism of Ha(X) onto I” which 
carries Aa(X) onto (c,,); and 
rePl!ke. 
01 = 1 and X is isometric to a nowhere dense subset of the 
Proof. (i) implies (ii) is Corollary 3. (ii) implies (iii) follows by 
using Lemma 12 and then applying Lemmas 10 and Il. (iii) implies 
(i) is Lemma 4. 
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